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Technical Theater for Nontechnical People helps actors, directors, stage managers, producers, and

event planners understand every aspect of technical theater&#151;from scenery, lighting, and

sound to props, costumes, and stage management. In this thoroughly revised new edition, the

popular guide firmly embraces the digital age with new content about digital audio, intelligent

lighting, LED lighting, video projection, and show control systems, all explained in the same

approachable style that has kept this book in the pockets of industry professionals for many years.

A brand-new chapter on sound design has also been added, and every chapter has been updated

with more information about the basics of theater technology, including draperies, lighting

instruments, microphones, costume sketches, and more. This book teaches: WhoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s who

on a theatrical production teamWhat is needed to know about technical theater and whyWhat to

look for when choosing a space for a showHow to communicate with lighting, scenery, audio, and

costume designersHow to stage manage an effective show or presentation Covering both traditional

and digitally supported backstage environments, this book is an essential guide for working with

every technical aspect of theater! Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a

broad range of books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business of art. Our

titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design,

writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business and legal forms, business practices, and more.

While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply

committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in

areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our

audience of readers.
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Drew Campbell has been in the technical side of the entertainment business for more than twenty

years, as a stage technician, designer, film lighting technician, videographer, editor, director, and

teacher. He is the author of Technical Theater for Nontechnical People, now in its second edition;

Technical Film and TV for Nontechnical People, which was honored with the Golden Light Book

Award as Film Book of the Year by the Mine Photographic Institute, and Digital Technical Theater

Simplified. He lives in Woodland Hills, California.

This is a good resource book for those having to teach a technical theatre class but who have little

to no technical theatre experience themselves. I will be using some of the books info for my Drama I

classes where I teach not only the acting side of theatre, but also touch on the technical side as

well. the book is laid out in an easy to understand format that can be utilized by teachers.

If, like me, you have worked in theater a few years but never went to school for it or had anyone sit

down and tell you "this is this and that is that" then this book is for you!!! It might even be for you if

you have a background since every situation in theater is worked out to accommodate each

theater!! It is an incredible resource for who does typically does what but he also lets you know that

"typical" and "theater" goes together however you need it to go together for your production.For me,

knowing what is known out there among long-time theater workers and professionals has been

fantastic to learn. Now I at least feel like I am speaking the same language! :) Also, it was

encouraging to find out that what we thought maybe we were doing wrong is actually a thing!!

lol!!!Also, the author's conversational style of writing really helps!! If this was overly technical or dry I

would have returned it. However, because it is so helpful and so easy to read, I plan on buying more

for my fellow producers so that we all know the same stuff and can reference our own copy!!So if

you have started working in theater, are thinking of starting a theater or think that maybe a career in

the theater world sounds fun and interesting then I highly recommend this book!!

This book was brilliant! I'm studying to become a teacher in Texas which requires one to take a

content exam over theatre. I needed to brush up on my tech (especially lighting and sound), and

this was the perfect book to do it! Drew Campbell writes in a very relatable fashion, and makes



jokes along the way. I would highly recommend it!

Simply put, this is the most helpful book on the technical side of theater I have ever read. Mr.

Campbell is a rare individual. Although a technician, he has written a sympathetic and yet extremely

informative book on lighting, sound, stage terminology, etc. The amount of really usefull information

in the book is astounding. I am a high school drama teacher, and I think this book should be in the

library of every theater teacher and theater student. No other book I've read so clearly explains the

essentials one needs to know about the technical craft of theater. If you are a person who doesn't

want a book where the author is trying to show what an expert he or she is and what an idiot you

are, then Drew Campbell's book is just the one for you. He is an expert who understands his job is

to help those of us who aren't. Bravo for this book. I hope Mr. Campbell keeps writing on theater.

We can use his knowledge, wit, and empathy. Five stars for this book, and a few thrown in for the

actor with glass in his butt telling jokes on the way to the hospital. Thanks for a great book.

I love this book. The title seems a little misleading though since it comes off as though it is for

people not in technical theatre. Anyone working in whichever technical department should read this

book. This should be required reading for people just getting into technical theatre although even if

you have been in theatre for a number of years, it should be very useful still. It is very detailed with

so many facets of theatre which is why it will probably be my first go-to book about anything that I

need to find.

Excellent book for instruction in theater.....it really is for people who are not versed in the tech lingo

and need somewhere to begin. Would absolutely recommend this to anyone who is interested in

starting in theater.

An excellent read for anyone new to technical theatre, or just curious about aspects they aren't

familiar with. Writing is engaging and easy to follow, and helpful diagrams make this a great learning

tool.

This book is a perfect introduction for those who don't know much about the technical sides of

theater. If you've read other theater books and found the authors a bit arrogant, this guy is no

exception. He does however understand that the audience is not well versed in theater, hence they

are reading his book. The author does a wonderful job of explaining all aspects of technical theater



so that the common person can understand it a bit better. The goal of the book is to make the

reader not look like a complete idiot around professionals and actually teach them something about

theater. Goal achieved.
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